St. Louis stalwart Don Killoren explained how tax policy is as easy (and frustrating) as puppy training. Here he confers with Bob McDonald.

Sandra and Al Katzenberger. Team CGO members were presented with fedoras labeled with a 4th-estate theme; Al’s was “Editor in Chief.”


Bob Jene, Gib Halverson and Brendan Hennigan tackle the tough questions.

CGO president Dan Sullivan believes conferences should have plenty of time for open conversations.

One of the many heady offerings on RSF’s table was the brand new edition of Progress and Poverty, Vol. II in The Annotated Works of Henry George.
Every conference venue should have a good photo-op stairway!

Anthony Werner, Director of Shepheard-Walwyn Publishers, gave a thought-provoking luncheon address on “A Principled Approach to Economics.”

Gordon Abiama on “The Georgist Philosophy, Africa and the Ecovillage Connection

Erich Jacoby-Hawkins makes sure Green issues are never far from Georgists’ attention.

Gib Halverson, incoming RSF president
Author Paul Justus, with author, theorist and sartorial icon Jeff Graubart

The ever-dapper Mike Curtis gave a memorable keynote speech (see page 1), which Paul Justus caught on video.

Author/Professor Kurt Widerquist (here with Mark Sullivan) gave an energetic, eye-opening talk on the need for universal basic income. Vitnarae Kang’s remote presentation on this panel, while intriguing, was marred by technical glitches.

Ted Gwartney

Nicholas Rosen and Alanna Hartzok
Mark Sullivan presented Henry George Economic Justice Awards to Anthony Werner and (in absentia) Fred Harrison.

Sue Walton takes care of business.

Wyn Achenbaum and Osamu Uehara

Marty Rowland, HGS-NY Trustee

Elizabeth and Patrick King, from Fairhope Alabama, before a roomful of hard-pondering Georgists.

Join us next year in Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, August 21-24!